Conjugates of PNA with naphthalene diimide derivatives having a broad range of DNA affinities.
Peptide nucleic acids (PNAs) are neutral DNA analogues, which bind single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) strongly and with high sequence specificity. However, binding efficiency is dependent on the purine content of the PNA strand. This property make more difficult application of PNA as hybridization probes in, e.g., PNA chips, since at a set temperature the hybridization of a fraction of the DNA targets to the PNA probes does not obey Watson-Crick binding rules. The polypurine PNAs, for example, bind the mismatch containing DNA targets stronger, than the pyrimidine rich PNAs their fully complementary targets. Herein we show that PNA-DNA binding efficiency can be finely tuned by the conjugation of derivatives of naphthalene diimide (NADI) to the N-terminus of PNA using polyamide linkers of different lengths. This approach can potentially be used for the design of PNA probes, which bind their DNA targets with similar affinity independently of the PNA sequence.